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FEATURED THIS MONTH:

The perfect turkey gun? The Remington 870 Express
Turkey Pump C the Trijicon RM04 a potent combo.

f f) \ver the years, I've seen a variety of "perfect" gun "f-^
j / combos for a variety of game. My old friend Dan

had a custom-stocked .257 Roberts that would
drive tacks and take whitetails anywhere they roamed.
The stock fit his short arms perfectly and he was deadly
with the rifle. Another friend, George, has a Ruger M77
in 30-06 with a 2.5-8 scope that he has taken everything
from whitetails to moose and elk over the last thirty-
five years. My friend Richard from Selma once proudly
showed me what he said was the perfect turkey gun;
a single shot 10 gauge that had the barrel tapered the
last two inches to 12 gauge diameter. Light as that gun
was, I'm glad I didn't have to shoot it. For me, my perfect
gun may be a Marlin bolt action .17 HMR with a quality
scope that makes me look like a great shot when the
leaves are off the trees and I'm squirrel hunting.

The Perfect Gun?
The "perfect" gun is different for every hunter or

shooter. To me, I think it involves a rare blend of the way
a gun fits you, the caliber or gauge, the right scope or
sights for the game you are pursuing, and many other things that,
when blended together, make it just right for its owner. I have been
thinking about what might be the perfect turkey gun for me and
I believe I may have found it in a Remington 870 Express Turkey
Camo model with a Trijicon RM04 LED sight.

The Remington 870
Introduced in 1950, the model 870 is considered by many shooters

and hunters to be the finest pump shotgun ever made. It has been
produced every year since its introduction and in a wide array of
variations for shooters, hunters, law enforcement and the military.
The 870 has become the best-selling shotgun of any type in history
with over ten million manufactured since Remington introduced
the model.

The 870 design has constantly evolved and improved over the
years with continual upgrades and has probably taken more turkeys
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than any gun in history. For the quality of the gun, the Remington
870 possibly offers the most gun for the money of any on the
market.

Specs for the 87O Express Turkey Camo
The 870 features a bottom-loading, side-ejecting receiver with

twin slide bars for a smooth action.
The receiver and 21-inch vent rib barrel are finished in a no-glare

matte finish with a synthetic stock and forend fully camoflauged
in Mossy Oak® Breakup® to provide protection for the gun and
concealment for the turkey hunter. With a 42.5 overall length and
7 Vi pounds, the shotgun feels solid in the hand and points good
when I raise it to my shoulder. The turkey choke should pattern 2
% or three-inch shells well at acceptable shooting ranges. Studs for
swivels are included and a sling can be a much needed accessory
for the turkey hunter. The receiver is drilled and tapped fora
Weaver-style rail mount.



Sights for the Turkey Hunter
Bead sights on a turkey gun just don't do it for me and my bifocals

anymore. There is a great selection of scopes and red dot sights
available now for turkey guns that make taking a gobbler easier
for young or old eyes. However, after shooting a friend's .223 with
a Trijicon LED sight, I decided to put one on the 870 for turkey
hunting.

Trijicon Sights
Trijicon originally made their name in 1985 with the first tritium

illuminated sights for handguns and in 1985 the FBI adopted
the sights for the Sig pistol. Later, the company introduced the
Advanced Combat Optical Sights (ACOG) which was quickly
accepted by the military for use in the Middle East and by law
enforcement agencies. Later, AccuPoint variable scopes were
introduced and then the RMR (Rugged Miniature Reflex) series of
smaller LED sights.

Trijicon RMR RM-04
This model appealed to me because it does not use batteries

but rather has dual illumination featuring Trijicon fiber optics and
tritium. Not having to worry about dead batteries and carrying
extra batteries is a big plus. Made of military grade forged
aluminum with a shape that distributes shock away from the lens,
the RM-04 weighs only 1.2 ounces.

The sight is 1X magnification and uses an amber dot reticle rather
than the more common red dot and provided a quick aiming point.
Making corrections for windage and elevation are simple with the
new easy-to-use adjusters with audible clicks.
The fiber optics reach from one side over the top to the other side,

automatically adjusting the brightness and contrast of the reticle to
available light conditions.The tritium glows in low-light situations
to enable the shooter to get on target fast.

At the Range
Shooting from a bench rest at the range, the RM-04 was easy to

adjust and the 870 shot excellent patterns
at 40 yards. I had just one brand of turkey loads with me but was

pleased with the patterns the Remington produced. Shooting
offhand as well as from a sitting position, the 870 handled easily
and the amber dot provided a seemingly automatic aiming point.

Turkey Time
A decades-old shotgun model with the latest in sighting devices

makes for an interesting turkey gun. Whether it's the perfect gun for
me, time will tell. Hopefully, turkey time will come sooner than later
this season. —*—

SHOTGUN CHOKE TUBES

Get your limit!
Don't be limited by your shotgun and/or choke tube-

Get your limit with Colonial Arms choke tubes
With bird season upon us, it is a time for fun, excitement and of course limits. With
Colonial Arms choke tubes, you can have alii Colonial Arms offers a wide variety of
choke tubes for the hunting enthusiast. Among the most popular are the 2"
extended ported style in Cylinder to Full constrictions and the 3/8" extended
Sporting/Field style in Cylinder to Full constrictions.

Along with these, Colonial Arms offers many more choke tubes
& styles for most major shotgun manufacturers in 10,12,16,20,28
and 410 gauges.

Call today or visit online at www.colonialarms.com & be
ready for the season-whichever season you enjoy.

"What's in your barrel?"
Catalogs available on request.

Please call 800-949-8088 or visit www.colonialarms.com.
Tel: 800-949-8088,251-580-5000 • Fax: 251 -580-5006

Email: colonialarms@bellsouth.net
1504 Hwy 31 S. • PO Box 250 • Bay Minette, Al 36507
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